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D link dir 615 problems wlan extender

A real gem for your home/small office wifi need. The signal easily penetrates 2-3 walls and travels at least 10 meters. It's very easy to install. It does not get hot after 18-20 hours if continuous use. Did you Get D-Link Extender Dropping Internet Connection Issue? If your issue relates to the above mentioned statement, then you are on the right page.
Here you can get the solution of D-Link Extender Dropping internet connection. To get access to your Wi-Fi extender, you need the IP of your device, the username and password. You’ll find such information in the below Guide. Generally, all the models of D-Link extender are smart and elegant in their own way. You can easily manage the settings and
configuration of the D-Link Wi-Fi extenders. Here, we will discuss about the D-Link extender setup and login related topic. We will try to provide possible solutions to the D-Link extender login and set-up issues. First you must understand that- why this error occur. Causes of D-Link Extender Dropping Internet Connection Read the below reasons of
Dropping internet connection on D-Link extender occurs: Check the hardwired configuration issue (such as a bad Ethernet cable) Due to entering the wrong IP address is the reason of your problem Might be issue with your IP address issue on the computer Entering incorrect WI-FI Username or Password Ensure that the problem with the wireless
router itself Your D-Link Wi-Fi extender has been lost the Internet Connection from Modem. Due to overheating of D-Link extender. Due to using of outdated and corrupted firmware of D-Link Recent settings override Wrong cable connection, firewall or antivirus software blocking internet May you are using Wrong credential to Login D-Link extender.
Local Understand such Reasons and keep in your mind before starting the solution Part, because these reasons will be more helpful to resolve Internet issue on D-Link extender. Troubleshooting To Fix D-Link Extender Dropping internet Connection issue Here we will reveal all Troubleshooting tricks and steps about D-Link range extenders Internet
drops issue. Do the following steps carefully and resolve your problem by yourself without any helps of technicians. If you are find out your D-Link drops internet connection again and again then without thinking twice restart your D-Link Extender and try to resolve your problem in one step and D-Link Extender login Make sure that your Ethernet
cable is correctly connected in between the modem and the router. After that, you need to connect the modem to your personal computer or your laptop with the help of Ethernet cable directly so as to confirm whether the modem is providing you the internet or not. In case you find out your internet is not working then you need the Factory Reset
then, without any delay you reset your router and resolve the issue in one step. In case after doing these simple steps, if you are facing internet dropping issue on D-Link extender then Go further and follow the instructions to resolve the error. Advanced Fixes to Resolve Internet Connection issue on D-Link extender Here we are going to explain some
advanced solution that would be help to resolve Internet issue on D-Link extender. Here are the steps: Check D-Link Router Settings- To resolve D-Link Extender internet dropping issue then you need to check D-Link Router setting. First of all, check that if you are connecting to the 5GHz network then try to connect the 2.4GHz network. Also, check
the router’s channel settings and verify these settings are set to auto. If you are using Mac Address Filtering, network isolation or Wi-Fi Protect setup then turn them off first. Because these are not helpful to growth router security, in fact, they reason various problems. Also, confirm that you have set wireless network mode as “Mixed”. Note- If you
have got confusion in D-Link router settings then don’t get worried just need to reset your router. Factory Reset of D-Link Extender Do the Following below steps to reset your D-Link extender: Confirm that, your D-Link range extender is powered on. Now, turn your D-Link range extender and find out the RESET button on the bottom. Next, by Using
the paper clip or similar object, press and hold down the RESET button at least 10 seconds. By doing above steps, your range extender will begin to reboot and will perform a full factory reset. After that, try to D-Link Extender login Restart your modem and Wi-Fi router When D-Link Extender Dropping internet connection issue occurs on your own
Wi-Fi network at home, you can also check the Wi-Fi itself to see if it’s your Wi-Fi issue, including the router issue, SSID broadcast and device meddling stated below. Hopefully, this internet issue occurs by the Internet Service Provider (ISP) issue. So, you need to restart your modem and wireless router that would be helps you to reconnect your ISP.
First and foremost, unplug your wireless router and modem from power source (you can also try to configure with to remove the battery if your modem has a battery backup). Wait till at least 30 seconds. Now, plug your wireless router and modem back into power source again (put the battery back to the modem). In Last, on your PC, reconnect to
your Wi-Fi network, then see if it shows up. Most probably with these troubleshooting steps you can resolve D-Link Extender Dropping internet connection issue easily. For more information regarding any type of D-Link extender issue or dlink.local login feel free to contact us. April 05, 2022, 05:16:12 PM Welcome, Guest How can i use my D link DIR
- 615 as a repeater to my Virgin Super hub. There is a wired connection between the two. Set the DIR-615 up as an access point, not a repeater. To do that, in the DIR turn off DHCP, use the same SSID, different radio channels, same WPA pass phrase, assign it an IP address that is either dynamic reserved or static outside of the DHCP assignment
range of the Virgin. Disable DHCP in the router software and leave the IP setting blank. Leave your WiFi log in as is. Then put the Cable in the WAN port in a normal port and your DIR-615 will be a HUB with WiFi accespoint. Now you can acces the pc connected to the first router providing the WAN connection. I have set up 2 DIR-615 routers this
way to acces the network on one IP range. The DSL/Cable WAN router wil be the DHCP server. Page 2 Hello every one I need to help I want to be stopping download to the router in the cafeteria some people connected to the internet by this router I want to stopping download in this router because my internet very slow my router whose name is (
Wireless-G 2.4 GHz 54 Mbps Broadband Router Link Sys ) such as this picture if you help me I thanks for you and thanks for all members in the forums 1 I think the point is that it's an open access point for customers. MAC filtering is ineffective and easily bypassed. Some routers may allow you to use QoS to de-prioritise torrents, or even block them.
0 Hello every one I need to help I want to be stopping download to the router in the cafeteria some people connected to the internet by this router I want to stopping download in this router because my internet very slow my router whose name is ( Wireless-G 2.4 GHz 54 Mbps Broadband Router Link Sys ) such as this picture if you help me I thanks
for you and thanks for all members in the forums cancel the downloading 0 You should be able to access your router control panel and have a look at who's connecting to the wifi, and make exception/block all those unknown devices using your internet out, that should do it. 1 I think the point is that it's an open access point for customers. MAC
filtering is ineffective and easily bypassed. Some routers may allow you to use QoS to de-prioritise torrents, or even block them. Page 3 I've done a little shopping for routers since our old one is pretty bad and outdated, and I've come across these three options. 1. ASUS RT-AC66U Dual-Band Wireless-AC1750 Gigabit Router 2. NETGEAR Nighthawk
AC1900 Dual Band WiFi Gigabit Router (R7000) 3. Apple Airport Extreme Which one is the best one overall? Are there even better routers (under $200) than these? I'm mainly focusing on the range of the router with the speed coming as second priority. Please lay easy on the language (if there even are any), since I'm pretty new this kind of stuff.
Thanks! Page 4 I am running Windows 7 on a Samsung laptop. I have a home wireless network which appears on my list of wireless networks. My iPhone and Samsung phones can both detect and log into it fine. However, for whatever reason, my laptop does nothing when I click on the home network. There is no message saying that it is trying to
connect. Simply, nothing happens. Other wireless networks that it detects, I am able to attempt login with (where it prompts for a password). Any idea why this is happening and how to fix it? Page 5 I made a yagi antenna from this webpage but it does not tell me how to connect it to my wifi card so please help me my wifi card model is RTL8185
realtek 0 Mostly these antenna are a waste of time to try to build you will get little or no advantage especially when you build them out of junk. How you connect them is the major flaw in the theory you can build your own antennas. First if that card is inside your laptop then you have no chance. Otherwise first you need a u.fl to ? jumper cable. Then
you need a piece of lmr400 microwave grade antenna cable. You will likely lose any increase in signal in the cable and the cables will likely cost you at least $15 and that is for a couple of feet. If you want to go say 25ft it will cost much more and you will likely have to buy even more expensive cable to avoid loss. You can not use tv coax or normal wire
you will lose all the signal in less than a foot of cable. You are better off spending your money on a commercial antenna. Those at least you know will work for sure. Microwave signals are extremely susceptible to the tiniest flaws. For the cost of the cables you can buy a antenna with a cable that will out perform anything you are going to build out of
paper clips. There are many antennas for $15. For $50 you can get a antenna and all the electronics designed to be placed outdoors where it is wet. Why would anyone even think to try to built these themselves anymore. 0 Mostly these antenna are a waste of time to try to build you will get little or no advantage especially when you build them out of
junk. How you connect them is the major flaw in the theory you can build your own antennas. First if that card is inside your laptop then you have no chance. Otherwise first you need a u.fl to ? jumper cable. Then you need a piece of lmr400 microwave grade antenna cable. You will likely lose any increase in signal in the cable and the cables will likely
cost you at least $15 and that is for a couple of feet. If you want to go say 25ft it will cost much more and you will likely have to buy even more expensive cable to avoid loss. You can not use tv coax or normal wire you will lose all the signal in less than a foot of cable. You are better off spending your money on a commercial antenna. Those at least you
know will work for sure. Microwave signals are extremely susceptible to the tiniest flaws. For the cost of the cables you can buy a antenna with a cable that will out perform anything you are going to build out of paper clips. There are many antennas for $15. For $50 you can get a antenna and all the electronics designed to be placed outdoors where it
is wet. Why would anyone even think to try to built these themselves anymore. 0 Mostly these antenna are a waste of time to try to build you will get little or no advantage especially when you build them out of junk. How you connect them is the major flaw in the theory you can build your own antennas. First if that card is inside your laptop then you
have no chance. Otherwise first you need a u.fl to ? jumper cable. Then you need a piece of lmr400 microwave grade antenna cable. You will likely lose any increase in signal in the cable and the cables will likely cost you at least $15 and that is for a couple of feet. If you want to go say 25ft it will cost much more and you will likely have to buy even
more expensive cable to avoid loss. You can not use tv coax or normal wire you will lose all the signal in less than a foot of cable. You are better off spending your money on a commercial antenna. Those at least you know will work for sure. Microwave signals are extremely susceptible to the tiniest flaws. For the cost of the cables you can buy a
antenna with a cable that will out perform anything you are going to build out of paper clips. There are many antennas for $15. For $50 you can get a antenna and all the electronics designed to be placed outdoors where it is wet. Why would anyone even think to try to built these themselves anymore. A. Some people don't have $50 to spend on an
antenna. B. Whats wrong with DIY spirit? C. you learn a lot more from building than buying. D. It is more fun. F. you learn about radio (a dying art) I could continue on for a while, but I think you get the point. Page 6 I am having a problem with my wifi. There is one laptop connected to it that keeps losing the connection by itself. There are a bunch of
other devices connected that aren't suffering the same symptoms. I've googled and tried dozens of solutions, but it's still happening. The laptop is a Dell Inspiron 3537, the wireless adapter is Dell Wireless 1704 802.11b/g/n (2.4Ghz). It's running Windows 7 x64. The latest driver is installed. The laptop is less than a month old. I ran a virus scan with
Microsoft Security Essentials and it came up clean. I've tried a clean boot as well and that hasn't helped either. Any help would be appreciated. 0 Any chance it is overheating? It may simply be a bad adapter. Does it matter if you [temporarily, for testing] relocate it to another area, such as where there's another device that works? 0 Any chance it is
overheating? It may simply be a bad adapter. Does it matter if you [temporarily, for testing] relocate it to another area, such as where there's another device that works? I've tried it in several rooms but it doesn't seem to matter. I didn't notice it being particularly hot either. 0 Any chance it is overheating? It may simply be a bad adapter. Does it
matter if you [temporarily, for testing] relocate it to another area, such as where there's another device that works? I've tried it in several rooms but it doesn't seem to matter. I didn't notice it being particularly hot either. Good work on that. The best test for this is to stand right beside the router. It eliminates many other problems that can interfere
with the connection. Delete the connection in windows and reestablish it. Change the channel on the router to 1, 6, or 11 with a width of 20MHz. Temporarily turn off the wifi encryption. These are "long shot" or general type answers, but easy enough to do and sometimes help. 0 Good work on that. The best test for this is to stand right beside the
router. It eliminates many other problems that can interfere with the connection. Delete the connection in windows and reestablish it. Change the channel on the router to 1, 6, or 11 with a width of 20MHz. Temporarily turn off the wifi encryption. These are "long shot" or general type answers, but easy enough to do and sometimes help. I've tried all
of that except turning off the encryption, although I wasn't next to the router at the time. It's just the one laptop though -- regardless of channel or encryption, the other 4 are working just fine. 0 Sorry, I am out of suggestions. Keep up you efforts. You can of course get an inexpensive USB wifi nub if nothing else works out. Page 7 yeah very vague
generic question won't get any assistance. How about you provide some idea of what we are talking about here. Who is your ISP What is the Internet Connection - DSL, Fiber, etc. What make / model is the Modem/Routers? Do you own them or does the ISP? What devices are NOT connecting to it, and what devices are? What happens for WIRED
devices (yes people forgot to pay the bill then realize when they can't get a WIRED connection and call the ISP for support DUH!) Have you called your ISP for support if their is THEIR Modem/router with the issue? The devices that can't connect wirelessly, list their specific make / model Have you turned off security on the Modem/Router and try
connecting wirelessly that way? As I said MORE questions then ANSWERS because we don't know you, your equipment, situation, etc. Page 8 Hello, I've had my pc for a year now and have had to use a lynksys AE3000 wireless adapter in order to get internet connection as my modem is at the exact opposite part of the house to my pc. I play an online
multiplayer game called dota 2 frequently. I am usually able to get a decent enough connection to play it without problems even with other family members using netflix, web browsing, etc. The past week my connection has started to "spike" frequently and I lose connection for a few minutes usually when I'm playing dota 2, watching youtube or
netflix. The problem is usually solved by taking out and plugging back in my adapter but this is getting very annoying as it takes another few minutes to get back online and the connection only lasts a few more minutes before it goes back down. This has been happening only to my computer and happens even when no one else is using the wi-fi. I have
tried updating my adapter's driver, restarting my modem router (Windstream F@ST 1704N) and my computer too but still nothing has changed. Any help is appreciated and ask for any additional details you may need thanks! Page 9 I have a sailboat and I want to be able to do 2 things: !. Boost the wifi signal at the marina that is currently too weak to
do much of anything, 2. Be able to 'tap into' free wifi when I am anchored on the water, with perhaps a 3+ mile range. I've been considering an externally-mounted 8dB gain antenna with an inline wifi radio "bullet" connected via POE (no coax loss) down to a 12V power supply. My question is: what device should I plug the ethernet cable into (wireless
router? WAP?) and what type of ethernet cable should I use? I will want to connect at least 3 devices to the router/WAP, including a tablet and a cell phone via wifi. The router/WAP will have to run off 12V batteries and it should draw minimal current. The boat is 38' long so the "local" wifi signal does not have to reach far but it needs to allow for fast
connections, as I will be using this link for business and that includes occasional video streaming and web sharing (i.e. Skype, Webex, GoToMeeting). 0 a possible (Rube Goldstienien) solution would be wavewifi antenea to Amped Wireless AV3000. ( If the local Harbor WiFi requires nothing more than a passphrase and give IP address' this might work.
I use the AV3000 to bridge wifi from one end of a home to the other then it both drops Ethernet and creates a local wifi. 0 Thanks, corroded. I am aware of devices like the bullet and the rogue, which are in-line wifi radios that connect directly to an externally mounted antenna. My question is more along the lines of "OK, then what?" It seems some of
the "marine" routers and WAPs run in the hundreds of dollars, when a simple off-the-shelf router might do. 2 questions: 1. Is a router the right solution, and if so what attributes should I be looking for so that it both extends the wifi from shore and creates my own onboard wifi network? 2. Are off-the-shelf routers capable of running on 12VDC? If I was
to go with one of the "marine" solutions it would cost $500-600. I believe I can replicate the solution with off-the-shelf components for about 1/3 that cost. Maybe I'm wrong but I suspect not. 0 a possible (Rube Goldstienien) solution would be wavewifi antenea to Amped Wireless AV3000. ( If the local Harbor WiFi requires nothing more than a
passphrase and give IP address' this might work. I use the AV3000 to bridge wifi from one end of a home to the other then it both drops Ethernet and creates a local wifi. Page 10 0 I think we need a few more details... 0 If your internet connection is not working, contact your ISP. If it is another issue, please try to clarify the issue and post a new
question. Even a little more information, such as the type of connection and the equipment you are using might help someone better understand your problem. Page 11 Ok on my android Im trying to download a video, my wifi signal is VERY STRONG, Im getting 74mbps link speed, Im litterally sitting right next to the wifi box, and its taking 10
minutes to download a 200mb video... so at 74mbps, shouldnt it only take MAX about 5 seconds to download a 200mb video?? HELP, I cant even stream HD videos because of buffering and this just proves that something is wrong by taking 10 minutes to download a 200mb video with 74mbps download speed 0 That is Link speed, not download speed,
i would only expect 20mbs max if you had fibre optic 0 No mobile is going to have a download speed of 74mbs in this day and age 0 No mobile is going to have a download speed of 74mbs in this day and age ok so how do I find out the download speed of my wifi for my mobile? all I can seem to find is link speed, and if you wouldnt mind, could you
explain the difference? 0 speedtest.net is the place to check. 0 Firstly, megabits(Mb) or megabytes(MB)? Usually file sizes are given in MB, transfer rates in Mb/s. That's the maximum theoretical speed between the router and your mobile. Actual sustained transfer is usually about 1/2 to 1/3 of that. Also, your internet spedd (I'm assuming this is
coming from the internet, not from one device on the network to another) is probably lower. Maximum speed is determined by the lowest of each of the legs. It's entirely possible to get upwards of 70Mb/s on a cellphone (either WiFi or cellular), but requires pretty fast flash and a decent network. 0 speedtest.net is the place to check. just downloaded
the app right before I got this response.. Ill let u know what the DLS is 0 speedtest.net is the place to check. just downloaded the app right before I got this response.. Ill let u know what the DLS is 0 Firstly, megabits(Mb) or megabytes(MB)? Usually file sizes are given in MB, transfer rates in Mb/s. That's the maximum theoretical speed between the
router and your mobile. Actual sustained transfer is usually about 1/2 to 1/3 of that. Also, your internet spedd (I'm assuming this is coming from the internet, not from one device on the network to another) is probably lower. Maximum speed is determined by the lowest of each of the legs. It's entirely possible to get upwards of 70Mb/s on a cellphone
(either WiFi or cellular), but requires pretty fast flash and a decent network. Ty sir, I just ran a speed test on my mobile using the Speedtest.net app, Im downloading at 33.33Mbps Uploading at 6.25 Mbps and my ping is 50ms .. this test was ran to a server about 3 hours from me, also my internet connection for my computer is 30mbps from Time
Warner 0 That is very Good i get 20 Mbps on WiFi. 0 That is very Good i get 20 Mbps on WiFi. Exactly so why would it be taking 10 minutes to download a 200MB video? at 33 mbps it should only take max 2 minutes... like MAX lol 0 It depends from where you are downloading, Not every server will give you max speed. some are locked on 300Kbps
etc... so there is not much you can do. 0 It depends from where you are downloading, Not every server will give you max speed. some are locked on 300Kbps etc... so there is not much you can do. I just ran a speedtest on my computer to the same location the server's are at from what Im trying to download and it was 32 Mbps.. the server is in
california, I live in ohio 0 I'm not American and i don't know what is the distance but that sounds good. 0 Is your computer using WiFi or Ethernet? 0 I'm not American and i don't know what is the distance but that sounds good. the distance is 2,388 Miles, and my computer is using ethernet, but I also ran a speedtest on mobile from Ohio to California
and it was also 32 Mbps just like my computer... 0 It's more down to individual server configuration and loading than physical distance. Chances are the server is heavily loaded, and is the limiting factor in how long it takes. 0 It's more down to individual server configuration and loading than physical distance. Chances are the server is heavily loaded,
and is the limiting factor in how long it takes. would this also be the case with streaming HD from the same site? I mean I go to the same site on my PC, with the same download speeds, and they stream just fine... Only on mobile it dont and buffers every 10 seconds 0 That would be an indication that either there's a WiFi issue (though it's pretty
uncommon not to get >5Mb/s over WiFi, unless you're either a long way from the router or there's tons of interference), or lack of processing power. What device? 0 30mbps = 3.75MBps in ideal conditions, you rarely get even 1/2 that... so it's gonna take awhile to download no matter what. Page 12 Okay so recently I have been having problems with
my internet on my computer. I use it mostly for gaming so this is quite a big issue. When I play an online game I get a ton of lag, this does not happen to my brother who also plays online games. My internet has been running slow and no matter how many people are using the internet I lag. We have got the 144mbps package with virgin but when I
check my computer it says I'm only on 100mbps or 77mbps. It changes all the time. I can't find out what is going on and like I said it only happens to me. It would be of great help if someone knows a solution. 0 A high ping is bad (ping measures latency). I did a little searching online and I found that if you have a broadband internet connection your
internet will be faster and your ping will be much lower. If you have a satellite internet connection, your internet will be slower and your ping will be significantly higher. Check with Virgin to make sure your connection is via broadband. 0 Do you and your brother have the same computer? And is yours wireless? Wireless: it could be your wireless
adapter. Or it may be your location in your home because my sister has the same problem for her laptop when she's in her room but I am fine with signal and speed. Usually when your computer gets low WiFi signal, the internet sometimes doesn't seem to be fast. Wired: check your ethernet cable or relocate your router. Also, your internet doesn't
always run at the specified speed. I hope that I helped! 0 We are on separate computers and we have a wireless internet. I have recently tried moving closer to the internet to see if that would improve it but it didn't change. I still got high ping on the online games and they were basically unplayable. When we got the new router the virgin man
changed a cable that was supposedly old and he said that could cause problems but that didn't change the speed. I'm running out of options and I'm not sure what to do. 0 A high ping is bad (ping measures latency). I did a little searching online and I found that if you have a broadband internet connection your internet will be faster and your ping will
be much lower. If you have a satellite internet connection, your internet will be slower and your ping will be significantly higher. Check with Virgin to make sure your connection is via broadband. 0 You'll never get the full speed connection unless you are wired to the router. Wireless connections change based on the quality of signal. Your wireless
device could be bad, or just not as good as your brothers. Do you have a desktop or laptop? You may need a new wireless device. Page 13 I pickup one of my neighbor's WiFi signals but it's not real strong. Is it possible to use a range extender without having access to my neighbor's WiFi router? 0 what kind of hardware do you have? desktop/laptop/?
More importantly, do they know you want to use their wireless, or have they said OK? Page 14 Hello. I've been asked to upgrade a friend's computer, and I have a couple questions based on WiFi. 1) Is there a universal type of wifi card? -if not, how could I determine which one to use? 2) He may have wireless printers as well - would this same card
function to support his printers as well? Thanks in advance! 0 Page 15 I have major WiFi interference problems and I cannot determine the cultprit(s). I have at least 3 machines using Wifi, iPad, iTouch, 3 phones, 5 wireless land lines, wireless printer, Roku, Wii, and playstation 2 (Wifi?) that are connected to a NETGEAR N600 router that sits on top
of my fridge. I also have a Denon 2112CI that is hardlined to the router and WiFi speakers ( on the porch and wireless speakers connected via Rocketfish (Rocketfish Universal Wireless Rear Speaker Kit (RF-WHTIB)) in the living room where the Denon lives. The speakers wireless adapter is connected directly to the Denon which is on the other side of
the wall from the router. My WiFi contantly drops off forcing me to reset the router every other day or so. Also, when I use the Wifi speakers on the porch, I get a lot of interference when using my iTouch/iPad's AirPlay. There's a button on the outdoor speakers wireless adapter to change channels but it just destroys the entire Wifi until I unplug the
wireless adapter. Is there a better router I should get to avoid these issues? I wanted a Wifi baby monitor but the wife is already breaking my balls as it is. 0 Your best bet is to move as much as you possibly can to the 5g band. Most wireless equipment like speakers,cordless phones, security cameras etc that operate on the 2.4g band do not use the
same protocol as 802.11 2.4g wireless. Some use the complete band leaving nothing for others. Even if they do not use the whole band they tend to not use the same concept of channels so it is highly likely they will interfere. There is no way for your routers/pc to detect these transmissions so the mechanisms to avoid transmission at the same time do
not work. The only way you are going to see what is going on is with a spectrum analyzer. Metageek is one of the few that makes one that is even close to affordable but it is actually cheaper to buy a outdoor airgrid bridge from ubiquiti since it has a similar spectrum analyzer that they throw in for free. Still all this will tell you pretty much what you
know the speaker system is transmitting on the same frequencies as your wireless. The trick will be to try to find part of the 2.4g band the speakers do not use.....it is not clearly documented how much bandwidth they really use and I am too lazy to dig though the fcc database to find it. Likely you are going to only have 2 choices. You move all your
equipment to the the 5g frequencies and let the speakers have the 2.4g or you get speakers that run on a different frequency preferably something like 900m so they avoid both the 2.4 and 5g bands. 0 Yes 5ghz is a much less crowded band. Plus you are using a lot of devices wirelessly all of which have some communication going at atimes which eats
your bandwidth at times. Look also at routers with high cpu processing abilities like the NETGEAR R7000. Since you have many devices you also may have some slow down at the cpu level in the router. You can check your wifi noise and interference by using either Netspot for the Mac or inSSIDer for the pc. This will show you signal strength,
channels and nosie floors. Very informative. You can then try using this for better placement of your router within the house. Placing the router on a refrigerator is not great either,. The compressor motor may be creating some interference. But it is a trail and error approach to find the best location and placement. Bob Silver NETGEAR Networking
Consultant 0 Thanks for the help. I think I have two issues. Even if I remove the wireless speakers, I still suffer from network drop offs, RDP stutters, etc. I typically reboot the router every 1-3 days to avoid these issues. Since my download speeds are so fast (50-100MB down), it seems to cover up some of these issues. I currently have 2 wired and 10
wireless devices (3 PCs, iPhone5, BB, iTouch, Roku, wireless printer, and something else) on the 2.4G. Is that a lot? I don't have the easy ability to just move them to the 5G band. In fact, I doubt any of them even have that capability. Here's a link to my insidder: ://www.shawnaugust.com/inssider.jpg 0 The number of wireless devices actually depends
on the traffic rates they generate. You can have lots of devices that are just connected to the router doing very little but it only takes a couple to saturate the wireless. Most times you exceed your ISP before you hit the wireless limit. If your wired devices are being affected either the router has some capacity issue or you have some issue with the ISP
connection. You need to get the wired devices to work correctly all the time before you chase wireless. Wireless is extremely hard to find issues so you want to be sure it really is the problem before you go that path. If you suspect the router the first option is always to try to find the latest firmware. Wireless issues should not be corrected by rebooting
the router unless there is some strange device connected to it. I used to blame the roku for many of my problems but it doesn't actually use the wireless channel it creates much. Why they intentionally overlap your main network and let you have no control is just stupid. Still all it uses this SSID for is to run the remote control which is extremely low
bandwidth unless you are using it to listen to the audio via the headphone jack on the remote. It does use quite a bit a bandwidth when you watch stuff but no more than any other device say on netflix or hulu etc. 0 The number of wireless devices actually depends on the traffic rates they generate. You can have lots of devices that are just connected
to the router doing very little but it only takes a couple to saturate the wireless. Most times you exceed your ISP before you hit the wireless limit. Please define "exceed". If your wired devices are being affected either the router has some capacity issue or you have some issue with the ISP connection. You need to get the wired devices to work correctly
all the time before you chase wireless. Wireless is extremely hard to find issues so you want to be sure it really is the problem before you go that path. If you suspect the router the first option is always to try to find the latest firmware. I no longer have access to the firmware as it is now handled at the ISP level and settings are pushed down. I don't
think I have any wired issues. Network is always reliable and very fast (60-80MB down). Wireless issues should not be corrected by rebooting the router unless there is some strange device connected to it. I used to blame the roku for many of my problems but it doesn't actually use the wireless channel it creates much. Why they intentionally overlap
your main network and let you have no control is just stupid. Still all it uses this SSID for is to run the remote control which is extremely low bandwidth unless you are using it to listen to the audio via the headphone jack on the remote. It does use quite a bit a bandwidth when you watch stuff but no more than any other device say on netflix or hulu
etc. Yes, the reboot is a bandaid. I guess Roku isn't that big of a deal as I don't use it much but I was happy to get it off the 2.4GHZ. I am not sure why it won't connect. The iTouch doesn't have 5GHZ capability which isn't surprising. My Brother HL-3070 printer doesn't either. I have 2 other machines that don't have 5GHZ either. I suspect 2 on the
5GHZ didn't do much for me. 0 I was typing too fast "exceed your ISP bandwidth". Now if you have google fiber at 1g then the wireless might bottleneck you before your connection does. I could see if your wireless issues were it ran really bad when certain combinations of devices where on or maybe based on where a device was located but it should
not be corrected by rebooting. To a point it could fix it if some application on a end device would crash and it would take time to get fully restarted. If you can not do much with the router then it is the tedious process of turning off wireless device and trying to find the combination or the one that causes the issue. I would see if you can borrow a router
and disable the wireless on your current router. You would plug the temporary in the main router. This would tell you for sure if it was some firmware or other issue with the router itself or if you had a device causing a problem. 0 Moved 6 of the 8 wireless devices to the 5GHZ band. I am going to re-test soon to see if issue is resolved. Thanks all. 0
Update. 5GHZ network SSID keeps dropping while the 2.4GHZ network stays up. The device doesn't even see the 5GHZ unless 1) Long wait 2) Reboot of the router. Page 16 I have a Zoom modem and Linksys EA6500. Comcast is my Internet provider. All has worked fine for 10 months. Suddenly some appliances (laptops, iphone, wireless printer, etc)
are getting IP addresses outside the range of the router setup. All appliances normally have an IP address with the first blocks being 192.168.1.xxx. I now observe IP addresses of 192.168.107.xxx Connected to the lan ports are an ADT device, 2 Direct TV connections and a Linksys Powerline Adapter, PLW400. Lastly I have a Seagate solid state
backup drive connected via USB. Cisco had replace the router and it is happening again. Can this be a virus? I have run full scans on my PCs and have found nothing using Comcast supplied Norton Antivirus. All help appreciated! Page 17 Hi, I have 2 ADSL accounts, one with Telkom and one with gridhost, I have 2 modems. I only have one line from
telkom though, Is it possible to use both my accounts at the same time. 1 If you're referring to DSL, then no. I don't know if it's the same elsewhere, but here in NZ you fundamentally couldn't have two ISPs claiming ownership of the same line. Doesn't work. You'd either churn (change rental of the line & data coming out of the DSLAM), or get a new
connection to the same address. 0 Not that I know of. Once you have a modem on the line another modem will mess it up. 1 If you're referring to DSL, then no. I don't know if it's the same elsewhere, but here in NZ you fundamentally couldn't have two ISPs claiming ownership of the same line. Doesn't work. You'd either churn (change rental of the
line & data coming out of the DSLAM), or get a new connection to the same address. Page 18 Hello do the online sessions (as online conferences) consume a lot of internet bandwidth?? 0 If you can see a moving image, then that is video. Regardless of whether it is streamed live, streamed from a past recording, or pre-downloaded. Somewhere in the
range of 500MB per hour would be my guess (based on a data rate of 1Mb/s), though that's a very rough guess. 0 If we're referring to video, then yes. Exact bitrate depends on compression and resolution, though. 0 thanks for replying .. no not a video.. i meant when you click on link and you will be in a session that you hear the voice and watching the
shared screen of the instructor that he give a course live .. do this consume a lot of internet bandwidth?? 0 If you can see a moving image, then that is video. Regardless of whether it is streamed live, streamed from a past recording, or pre-downloaded. Somewhere in the range of 500MB per hour would be my guess (based on a data rate of 1Mb/s),
though that's a very rough guess. 0 Page 19 I have a Thomson Modem, which I have problems connecting to with Wifi. It always used to work fine, then I left it for 2 Months ( went on holiday ). When I came back the Internet would still show and it says is has Internet acces, but it won't load any Internet-pages. It always gets stuck on Resolving Host (
I'm using Google Chrome ). My Roommate's Wifi still works. I can only connect with an Ethernet cable. Last time I was connected in the Wifi for like 30 seconds an then it just stopped working and I had to plug in my Ethernet cable again. I hope someone can help me! : ) 1 open network and sharing center > change adapter settings(located on the
left) > you should see a wireless connection. rightclick > properties > click on ipv4 then properties. make sure its set to automatic. did you try restarting the modem? you can also open command prompt. start > type in cmd in the search for programs. then type ipconfig /release then ipconfig /renew 0 Dear All, Just disable ethernet connectivity in
network and sharing center-adapter settings After that delete any dongle connectivity like reliance,mts or any in network sharing center--apdater settings Disconnect the wifi connectivity and reconnect the same Now everything will work as normal. Enjoy Gowtham 0 I am facing the same problem and i have tried all the solutions recommended in the
comments but i am still unable to load any pages in my browser. Can anyone please let me know how this problem was solved. Thank you 0 Is it just one computer or any other device or more than one if it's just the computer then.... Make sure your date and time is right or it won't work... 0 I had this and it drove me crazy. I tried to delete the driver,
restart, redo the login for the wifi's and so on, went to a restore point (which didnt work) It turned out that it was the AVG antivirus that I was running on the computer. So I deleted everything AVG and as soon as I did that dropbox filled up and email worked as well as web browsers. Reinstalled AVG basic version and all working fine again. But when
the AVG updated everything shut down and since that all runs in the background you might not even know there was a glitch somewhere in it. (not saying AVG but somewhere in the process there sure was). Computer run was an ASUS F552E. Now if someone can get my T100 to charge...................................... a day old and its grr.
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